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Although spacecraft charging is often thought of as a purely harmful phenomenon, if controlled it can be used as a

means of touchless actuation. If a tug spacecraft irradiates a nearby debris object with an electron beam, the tug will

chargepositively and thedebriswill chargenegatively.This creates anattractiveCoulomb force that the tug canuse to

touchlessly tug the debris object from the geosynchronous orbit into a graveyard orbit. Compared with earlier work

this paper uses a more advanced charging model with isotropic fluxes for the calculation of electron and ioninduced

yields, and an empiricalmodel of electron and ion fluxes rather thanMaxwelliandistributions. This newmodel is used

to calculate the attractive force for a variety of tug to debris size ratios, beam currents and voltages, and the inclusion

of pulsing the electron beam. Themajor result of using this new chargingmodel is that it takesmore current, and thus

power, than was used in prior work to charge a debris object due to the higher yields from isotropic fluxes. The

electrostatic tractor concept can still move a range of large, tumbling debris objects to the graveyard orbit in a few

months.

Nomenclature

A = albedo
a = semimajor axis, km
b1, b2 = electron range parameters, Å
C, α = electron range parameters
d = duty cycle
E = energy, eV
F = differential flux, 1∕�cm2 ⋅ sr ⋅ s ⋅ eV�
H�� = heaviside step function
Ib = electron backscattering current, A
Ibeam = beam current, A
Ie; Ii = electron and ion thermal currents, A
Iph = photoelectric current, A
ISEEe

, ISEEi
= electron and ion-induced secondary electron

emission currents, A
jph = photoelectric flux, μA∕m2

KP = planetary K index
kT = thermal energy, eV
LE = landing energy, eV
LT = local time, h
m = mass, kg
n = mean motion, rad/s
nE; nI = electron, ion density, #∕cm3

P = power, W
QT , QD = tug and debris charges, C
q1, q2 = electron range parameters
RT , RD = tug and debris radius, m
R = electron range, Å
Vb = beam accelerating voltage
Y = total yield
hYi; = mean yield
β; EM = ion secondary electron emission parameters
δ = secondary electron emission yield

ϵ0 = vacuum permittivity (ϵ0 ≈ 8.85418782 × 10−12,
F/m)

η = backscattering yield
ρ = tug-to-debris distance, m
ϕ = voltage, V

I. Introduction

B ECAUSE spacecraft charging can cause mission-ending dam-
age, it is often thought of as a harmful phenomenon that must be

prevented or mitigated to ensure mission success. However, if con-
trolled, it can have beneficial effects that enable new and exciting
missions. For instance, a number of concepts have been proposed to
purposely charge a spacecraft so that it is pushed by the Earth’s
magnetic field through the Lorentz field to change its orbit without
expending fuel [1–3]. Another family of concepts use the Coulomb
force between a pair of charged spacecraft rather than the interaction
with the Earth’s magnetic field to exert touchless forces and
torques.
If a servicing vehicle irradiates a passive conducting space object

with an electron beam, the servicer charges positive and the passive
craft charges negative, resulting in an attractive Coulomb force
between them. This force can be used for small orbital corrections
in a formation-flying mission with negligible use of propellant [4–7].
If the charge distribution on the passive craft is not evenly distributed
about the center of mass, the passive craft will also experience an
electrostatic torque [8–10]. The concept has broad applicability with
propellant-free formation flying and touchless de-spin before dock-
ing or servicing. One special case of this concept is the so-called
electrostatic tractor (ET), shown in Fig. 1, where a tug craft pulls a
piece of space debris from geosynchronous (GEO) orbit into a grave-
yard orbit 200–300 km higher than GEO Maxwellian [11,12].
Moving GEO debris from the active geostationary belt is important
to prevent satellite collisions, which could easily cause more colli-
sions and destroy every satellite in GEO in what is known as the
“Kessler” syndrome [13]. Although much orbital debris research
focuses on the low Earth orbit (LEO) regime, Oltrogge and Kelso
show that the spatial densities in GEO can be as high as those in LEO
[14]. Anderson and Schaub [15,16] determines that, given the imper-
fect mitigation efforts, the number of near-miss events near gravita-
tional wells will double in 50 years. Multiple studies conclude that
mitigation measures must be combined with active debris removal
to ensure the long-term safety and usability of the GEO ring
[17–20].
This paper analyzes the ET concept with a higher-fidelity charging

model than has been used before. The first analysis of the charging
aspect of the ET [21] included electron and ion thermal currents using
a nominal Maxwellian current model, the photoelectric current, and
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secondary electron emission (SEE) from the beam electrons, but
neglected SEE and backscattering from the thermal currents. Hogan
and Schaub in [22] further develop the ET charging model by
considering the Maxwellian thermal currents at planetary K-indices
of KP � 1.5 and 6. Additionally, they account for SEE and photo-
electrons from the debris that provide an additional negative current
to the tug. Reference [23] also investigates the performance of the ET
with normal variations in the plasma parameters throughout an orbit
using single Maxwellian populations based on work by Denton et al.
[24]. More force is produced in the early morning sector (local times
between 1 and 6) due to the high-temperature electron plasma in that
region. Reference [25] investigates a pulsed electron beam with the
same Maxwellian-based model as [22] but solve the equations with
respect to time to account for the charge-up and discharging behavior.
Reference [26] uses the same model as [23] but changes the density
and temperature throughout the orbit.
This paper does not use Maxwellian currents at all but rather uses

an empirical model [27] to predict the flux as a function of energy,
local time (LT), and planetary K index (KP). The empirical flux
distribution is numerically integrated to give the current to the space-
craft as well as the SEE and backscattering yield at a given spacecraft
potential. Additionally, all yields, except that from the electron beam,
are assumed to be isotropic as opposed to prior work, which used
normal incidence. Once the charging model is developed, the ET
force is studied for candidate mission scenarios for multiple beam
currents and voltages as a function of local time for both a calm space
weather condition (KP � 2−) and a stormy space weather condition
(KP � 8). Then, the optimal orbit-averaged forces are investigated
for many different power and tug-to-debris size levels. Next, pulsing
is re-examined for long pulse periods as a function of power and
size ratios. All these changes from prior work add fidelity to the
charging model, which adds believability to the force and orbital
results.

II. Space Environment

In early analysis of charging for the ET, [21–23], electrons were
modeled by a singleMaxwellianwithnE ∼ 1 cm−3 and kTE ∼ 1 keV

and ions by a singleMaxwellian with nI ∼ 1 cm−3 and kTI ∼ 50 eV.
In contrast, the spacecraft charging community often uses much
hotter distributions for both ions and electrons with temperatures in
the 10 s of keV for electrons and near 30 keV for ions [28]. This work
introduces a third model of the GEO space environment.
Denton et al. [27] present an empirical model that uses 82 satellite-

years of observed electron and ion flux data. Both populations are
measured by magnetospheric plasma analyzers (MPAs) onboard
multiple Los Alamos National Labs (LANL) satellites. The MPAs
are capable of measuring the flux between 1 eVand 40 keV in three
spatial dimensions every 86 s. All of these data are tagged with local
time (LT),KP index, and solarwind electric field (vBz), which allows
interpolation on a variety of cases. The model allows users to specify
three inputs (energy, LT, and KP or vBz) and outputs the mean,
median, and percentile flux values. This work considers a calm case
whereKP � 2− and a severe stormwithKP � 8. Because the flux is
only measured between 1 eVand 40 keV, it is not a complete picture
of the environment because there is flux at both higher and lower

energies. Also, the measured electron flux at low energies is a
combination of the natural space environment and the secondary
and photoelectrons generated by the spacecraft itself. Additionally,
because the spacecraft is sometimes negative, it will turn away
environmental electrons with less energy than the spacecraft’s volt-
age. These two effects both obscure the true environmental electrons
below ∼100 eV. These contaminations of the electron data and the
missing data above 40 keVand below 1 eVare sources of error. For
instance, the total density of electrons in the late-night sector atKP �
2− is slightly less than 1 cm−3, but the ion density is between 2 and
4 cm−3. If this were true, it would seriously violate the principle of
quasi-neutrality, which indicates that around 1–3 cm−3 of electrons
are not counted in this dataset.
To investigate the sensitivity of the following charging analysis to a

missing population of electrons, intermediate results were computed
with an added Maxwellian population with low density (10−5 cm−3)
and high temperature (200 keV) [29], as well as a dense (0.1 cm−3)
and cold (5 eV) population. The tenuous population makes no
significant difference to the charging, but the dense and cold one
does reduce the charging.
The statistical mean electron fluxes for GEO are shown in Fig. 2a,

with the yellow sheet indicating KP � 2− and the blue sheet for
KP � 8. For the calm condition, the flux monotonically decreases
with energy and is fairly smooth with respect to local time. The storm
flux is higher nearly everywhere and has a definite hump ∼1 keV,
and a dramatic trough near local noon. There is also a lot more noisy
texture with respect to local time.
The ion fluxes are shown with the same colors indicating the same

KP indices in Fig. 2b. The ion fluxes are more flat with respect to
energy than the electron fluxes, but have a more distinct peak at low
energy. Once again the storm flux is higher and more textured with
respect to local time, although the low energy flux is lower during a
storm except for a very sharp peak at local noon.
In the next row of plots, the electron and ion flux is compared to the

single and Bi-Maxwellian fits used by NASCAP-2k [28] and shown
in Table 1. Figure 2c shows the flux predicted by the three default
options for electron flux at GEO alongside two traces from the
empirical model—the upper one is chosen as a harsh charging con-
dition (KP � 8, LT � 6) and the lower one as a mild condition
(KP � 2−, LT � 18). The empirical model predicts significantly
higher flux at low energies (which may be due to photoelectrons),
similar flux at medium energies depending on the KP and LT, and
lower flux at higher energies above 10 keV than the Maxwellian
fits.
For aluminum assuming isotropic electron flux, any flux between

120 eV and 6 keV produces more than one secondary electron and
contributes to positive charging rather than negative charging.
This “positive zone” is grayed out in the plot and sees more flux
relative to the high-energy zone above 6 keV in the empirical model
than the Maxwellian models, which has implications for the net
yields.
The empirical ion flux is compared to the same Maxwellian fits

shown in Table 1 andFig. 2d. The empirical trace solid black linewith
the large low-energy spike corresponds toKP � 8,LT � 13 and the
other to KP � 2−, LT � 2. The empirical model predicts more flux
everywhere than the Maxwellian models, especially at low energies.
Additionally, the calm fluxes are much more flat in the empirical
model. In the storm condition at local noon, there are twovery distinct
populations predicted by the empirical model, one with energy near
50 eV, and the other is muchmore spread out with an energy range of
1–20 keV.
A fundamental property of aMaxwellian fit when plotted on a log-

log scale is its shape—it is always a humpwith a shallow slope at low
energies and steep slope at high energies. Changing the density
moves it up and down, and changing the temperature moves it left
and right, but neither of these properties change its width. Adding
multiple Maxwellian populations with similar energy can approxi-
mate a wider peak, but there is noway to produce a narrow peak as is
seen in the empirical storm flux at LT � 13 using Maxwellian
distributions.

Fig. 1 Concept of operations for the electrostatic tractor.
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III. Spacecraft Charging

A space object is subject to many currents from the space plasma
and the sun. The currents considered here are the thermal electron and
ion currents (Ie, Ii), SEE from both electrons and ions (ISEEe

, ISEEi
),

electron backscattering (Ib), the photoelectric current (Iph), and the
beam current (Ibeam). The object is in equilibrium when the net
current to it is zero:

Ie�ϕ��Ii�ϕ��ISEEe
�ϕ��ISEEi

�ϕ��Ib�ϕ��Iph�ϕ��Ibeam�ϕ��0

(1)

The charging model used in this analysis is based on that used in
[30]. The main differences are that the beam current is included, the
model for electron induced yields is changed to the NASCAP-2k
model [31], and all yields other than that from the beam assume
isotropic flux rather than normal incidence. This assumes that the
beam hits the spacecraft with perfectly normal incidence, not in a
grazing impact. Brief explanations for the models for the various
currents are presented next.

A. Electron and Ion Thermal Currents

Electrons and ions impact the spacecraft, electrons causing a
negative current and ions stealing an electron and causing a positive

current. For a flux distribution over energy F�E�, the current is
[31,32]

I�ϕ� � q02πA

Z
∞

L

�
E

E� ϕ

�
F�E� ϕ� dE (2)

where q0 is the particle charge, A is the area exposed to the plasma,
and ϕ once again is the spacecraft potential. The lower bound of the
integral L is 0 for the repelled particle, and jϕj for the attracted
particle. Ions take the upper sign and electrons take the lower.
Measured flux distributions are used and these integrals are done

numerically using an adaptive quadrature integration program that
uses linear interpolation on the flux data. The flux data are logarithmi-
cally spaced in 40 increments for KP � 2− and 50 increments for
KP � 8 as shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. The lower bound for the
attracted particle is jϕj � 0.1 V to avoid a mathematical singularity,
and because data forF�E� only exist up to 40 keV for the distributions
used, the upper bound is taken as 40;000 V� ϕ. Neither the lower
bound of 0.1 V nor the upper bound of 40,000 V was found to have a
strong impact on the charging results. To counteract some of the
enrichment of the low-energy electron flux by photoelectrons and
secondary electrons created on the spacecraft, the electron flux at
all energies lower than 50 eV is reassigned to the flux at 50 eV.

B. Secondary Electron Emission and Backscattering Current

When an electron or ion impacts a material, it deposits much of its
energy in the first fewnanometers of thematerial. Someof this energy
goes into freeing electrons near the surface, which can escape the
material. This phenomenon is referred to as SEEand can significantly
reduce the net electron thermal current and amplify the ion thermal
current. Additionally, there is a chance that an electron bounces off
the material rather than sticking. This phenomenon is called “back-
scatter.”The probability that an electronwill backscatter is given by η,
the expected number of secondary electrons generated by a single

Fig. 2 Ion and electron fluxes at GEO for KP � 2− (yellow) and KP � 8 (blue) as well as commonly used Maxwellian fits.

Table 1 Space environment fits

nE, cm−3 TE, keV nI , cm−3 TI , keV

NASAworst case 1.1 12 0.24 29.5
ATS-6 1.2, 1.2 16, 1 0.24, 0.00882 29.5, 0.111
Sept. 4 0.3, 0.2 4, 7 0.3, 0.2 4, 7
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incident electron is typically given by δ, and the total yield as
Y � η� δ. Because the total yield is a function of energy, it must
be integrated over the distribution to find the current:

I�ϕ� � q02πA

Z
∞

L
Y�E�

�
E

E� ϕ

�
F�E� ϕ� dE (3)

Rather than calculating the actual current, the mean yield hYi
is typically used, which is the effective yield for a particular
distribution.

hYi � IY
I
�

R∞
L Y�E��E∕E� ϕ�F�E� ϕ� dE
F
R∞
L �E∕E� ϕ�F�E� ϕ� dE (4)

Themean yield is a function of the distribution (which is a function
of LT) and the spacecraft voltage ϕ (which shifts the distribution).
Once again, this integral is done numerically using the same adaptive
quadrature integration program. The SEE function δ for both ion and
electron impact as well as the backscattering function η are dis-
cussed next.
The electron-induced SEE yield is typically small at low landing

energies, then it rises to a large value for intermediate energies around
a few hundred eV, and then falls back to a small yield for keV
energies. The NASCAP-2k model [31] for electron-generated SEE
as a function of landing energy (E) and angle (ψ) is used with ψ � 0°
for the electron beam and a modification [33] to account for isotropic
flux (δI) for the environmental currents:

δ�E;ψ� � C
1 − e−Rα cos�ψ� sec�ψ�

α�b1q1Eq1−1 � b2q2E
q2−1� (5)

δI�E� � 2CE
Rα − 1� e−Rα

�Rα�2 (6)

where R � b1E
q1 � b2E

q2 is the range of the electrons in the
material. For aluminum b1 � 154 Å, b2 � 220 Å, q1 � 0.8, and
q2 � 1.76, assuming that the landing energy E is in keV. The
parameters C and α are hand-tuned to C � 9.9808 and
α � 3.0486e8 in order to match the peak yield and energy (for
incident flux) of 0.97 and 400 eV.

C. Electron Backscattering

Backscattering occurs when an electron is reflected from the
spacecraft rather than absorbed. This analysis uses the model for
energy-dependent backscattering provided in [31]. First the albedo
for normal (AN) and isotropic (AI) flux are calculated:

AN � 1 − �2∕e�0.037Z (7)

AI � 2
1 − η0�1 − log�η0��

log �η0�2
(8)

and then either are multiplied by a string of Heaviside step functions
that account for low energy cases:

η�E� �
�
H�1 − E�H�E − 0.05� log�E∕0.05�

log�20� �H�E − 1�
�

×
�
e−E∕5

10
� A

�
(9)

where E is the landing energy in keV, H�x� is the Heaviside step
function, log is the logarithm with base 10, and Z is the atomic
number of the material (aluminum in this analysis). The formulas
above can be added to produce the total yield Y�E� � η�E� � δ�E�
for monoenergetic electrons.
Putting all of this together, the mean yield hYi is shown in Fig. 3 as

a function of local time using the empirical model for flux as well as
the three chosen Maxwellian fits for a spacecraft at 0 V.

The yields computed using Denton’s model for flux are much
higher than those from the Maxwellian distributions—this is due to
the difference in flux in the “positive zone” from120 eVand6 keV.As
a function of local time, the yield in both storm conditions dips near
local noon, with it for KP � 8 actually dropping below 1 for a few
hours. In all other conditions, the yield is larger than one, which
means that the net electron current is positive, and no charging
can occur.
In Ref. [34], Ferguson et al. propose that flux above 9 keV is the

best proxy for charging, adding that chargingwill often occur if there
is more than 4e8 electrons∕cm2∕s above 9 keV. The empirical model
predicts flux higher than this thresholdwhenKP � 8 at local times of
6 and 22 (12e8 and 11e8 electrons∕cm2∕s of flux, respectively), but
the isotropic aluminum yields for both of these instances are above 1,
which prohibits any charging. This disagreement between the two
models could be for many reasons. It is possible that averaging the
flux misses some subtleties that affect the charging. For instance, a
very hot but tenuous population one day and a very dense but cold
population the next day will average to a flatter population and
predict no charging on average, even though on the first day there
would definitely have been charging.
Ions may also cause SEE, and for many materials the number of

secondaries caused by ions is much larger than that caused by
electrons. In this analysis the two parameter Nascap-2k model [31]
for isotropic flux is used:

δ�E� � 2
βE1∕2

1� E∕EM

(10)

where E is the energy in keV, and for aluminum β � 1.36 and EM �
40 are fitting parameters. To get the mean yield, this function must be
integrated alongside the ion flux as shown in Eq. (4).

D. Photoelectric Current

Energy from the sun can energize electrons in the first few nano-
meters of the spacecraft, and so they leave the surface. The fraction
that has enough energy to escape the potential well of the spacecraft
causes a net positive current given by [35]:

Ip �
(
jphAe

−qϕ∕kTph ϕ > 0

jphA ϕ ≤ 0
(11)

where jph is the photoelectron flux, A is the cross-sectional area, and
kTph is the thermal energy of the ejected photoelectrons. For alumi-
num, kTph � 2 eV and jph � 40 μA∕m2. For a negative spacecraft
this current is not a function of voltage, and for a positive spacecraft it
quickly vanishes.

0 5 10 15 20 25
0

0.5

1

1.5

Fig. 3 Mean yields to an uncharged spacecraft using various environ-
mental models.
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E. Beam Current

The electron beamwill only escape the potential well of the tug and
cause any charging if it has sufficient energy. If it has enough energy
to escape thewell of the tug, but not to reach the debris, it will deflect
and fly off into space and cause a net current on the tug but not the
debris. Finally, if the beam is energetic enough it will reach the debris
and cause a negative current. The yield for the electron beam is
calculated assuming normal incidence and from the landing energy
LE � q0�Vb − ϕT � ϕD�, where Vb is the accelerating voltage of
the beam, and ϕT and ϕD are the potentials of the tug and debris,
respectively. In reality, the debris may be rotating, and so the angle of
incidence will change as the angle between the beam and the debris
surface changes, which will reduce the effectiveness of the beam.

F. Equilibrium Voltage

For the spacecraft to be in equilibriumwith its environment, it must
assume the voltage that causes no net current. Voltage and potential
are relative quantities, but here we use the voltage with respect to
infinity so that we can compute the charges. This is done numerically
by root solving Eq. (1) for different local times and different net beam
current densities. The beam current density is computed as the actual
beam current (whichwould be directed in a small spot) divided by the
total surface area of the spacecraft. For the debris, this currentmust be
reduced using the yield. The photoelectric current is only applied on
1∕4 of the total surface area, because the cross-sectional area of a
sphere is 1∕4 the total area. This normalization allows the spacecraft
charging calculations to be done once and then interpolated to cover a
wide variety of cases. These voltages are shown in Fig. 4.
The top plot of Fig. 4a shows the equilibrium voltage at KP � 2−

computed using the empirical model. The upper sheet represents the
tug for which the beam is a positive net current, and the lower sheet
represents the debris forwhich the beam is negative. The limits for the
top two plots are −100 to 100 kV to allow for comparison. The most
obvious trend is that it takes less beam current to charge negative than
positive. Next, at low beam currents it is very hard to charge negative.

This is because the photoelectron current very effectively resists any
negative charging until it is overwhelmed by the beam. It is easiest for
the tug to charge positive in the late night sector, and easiest for the
debris to charge negative near local midnight.
The middle plot of Fig. 4b shows the tug and debris equilibrium

voltages in the same format, but for KP � 8. There is a lot more
variation over local time during a storm—the tug can charge positive
very easily near local noon and has a difficult time everywhere else.
The debris has a much more complex trend across local time, but it
experiences both more and less charging than the calm case at differ-
ent local times.
The bottom plot of Fig. 4c compares the equilibrium voltage found

using the empirical model with that from using the Sept. 4 Bi-
Maxwellian fit, a single Maxwellian fit used in prior charging analy-
sis of the ET, and the SCATHA data. The empirical voltages are
shown as colored blocks that encompass the curves at all local times,
with yellow and blue representing the calm and stormy conditions.
The increased variation over local time atKP � 8 can clearly be seen
in this format. The Sept. 4 model uses the Bi-Maxwellian fit pre-
sented in Table 1 and predicts more positive charging than the
empirical model at either storm condition at high currents. It also
predicts a much more negative voltage for the debris once the current
overpowers the photoelectron current (10 μA∕m2 � jph∕4). This is
because the ion populations are very hot, which reduces the ion
current significantly. The fit from prior work uses the parameters
from Hogan and Schaub [22], and due to the much lower ion temper-
ature it predicts a less extreme voltage for the debris past the photo-
electric cutoff. The SCATHA data are taken from [36], where the
spacecraft emitted an electron beam and charged itself up to 3 keV.
Because the chargingwas often limited by the energy of the beam, the
spacecraft voltage at that beam current might be even higher if the
beamenergywas increased. The surface area of SCATHA, if approxi-
mated by a cylinder, is 13.5 m2 [37]. SCATHA is made from many
different materials with different SEE parameters and is also spin-
ning, which changes the sunlit area as a function of time; thus, these
data points are provided more as an order of magnitude estimate.

Fig. 4 Equilibrium voltages for tug and debris at different local times and beam currents.
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The charging models based on Maxwellian flux, empirical flux,
and the SCATHA data all have sources of error. For the purposes of
the ET, which takes a few months to tow a debris object out of GEO,
the empirical flux data changing model is used because it provides a
better estimate of the average space weather that would be encoun-
tered on such amultimonth trip. It is worth noting that all three classes
of models predict similar trends in performance.

IV. Force Analysis

To find the force between two spacecraft, the tug and debris radii
must be chosen alongwith the beam current and energy.Using the tug
radius and beamcurrent alongwith local time, the tug potential can be
found by directly interpolating the top sheet of Fig. 4. Finding the
debris potential is unfortunately more difficult. The yield from the
electron beam reduces the net current and is a function of the landing
energy of the beam. Thus, to find the net electron beam current and
interpolate the debris potential, one would need to already know the
debris potential in order to compute the yield. To solve this problem, a
function is written that takes a candidate debris voltage and then
computes the actual beam current as well as the needed beam current
to support that voltage. The debris voltage is varied so that these two
numbers are identical. Using this procedure, the equilibrium voltages
of two spacecraft can be found easily as a function of their sizes, beam
energy and current, and the local time.
Once the voltages (ϕ) are known, they must be transformed to

charges to compute the force. The charges are related to the voltages
through an elastance matrix:

�
ϕT

ϕD

�
�

�
1∕RT 1∕ρ
1∕ρ 1∕RD

��
QT

QD

�
(12)

where ρ is the center-to-center distance between the spheres, RT; RD

are the tug and debris radii, and QT;QD are the tug and debris
charges. Then, the force is computed with Coulomb’s force law:

F � QTQD

4πϵ0ρ
2

(13)

A sheath will form around both spacecraft, which will reduce the
force between them, but it is ignored in this analysis. Prior work [38]
has shown that the reduction in force is very small, typically less than
1%, for the small separations considered here. However, on rare
occasions very dense plasma can make its way into GEO in the
afternoon sector [39] and this would introduce significant shielding
and make charging much more difficult. The overlapping sheaths
from both objects will also change the current balance, but a particle
in cell (PIC) simulation is needed to quantify this effect.
Consider the example case of a 3 m tug and a 2 m debris separated

by ρ � 4�RT � RD� � 20 m. The attractive force between them is

shown in Fig. 5 at KP � 2− and KP � 8. The force generally
increases with a higher voltage and current and has a decent amount
of texture with respect to local time. The highest force is near local
midnight for the calm space weather condition when it is easiest for
the debris to charge very negative. The force grows quickly with
current when the current is low, but seems to saturate at higher
currents. During storm time there is a lot more variation in force
throughout the orbit, and the force actually decreases with current for
some local times.

V. Average Force Analysis

The total re-orbiting time is better related with the orbit-averaged
force than the instantaneous force. The orbit-averaged force is com-
puted by averaging the forces across local time. These forces are
shown in Fig. 6 for a 20, 40, 60, and 80 kV beam, assuming the same
3 m tug and 2 m debris separated by 20 m. The continuous lines
represent KP � 2−, and the dashed lines represent KP � 8.
The 20 kV beam performs just as well as the higher energy beams

until about 1 mA, where the higher-energy beams begin to outper-
form. The 40 kV beam has similar performance to the higher-voltage
beams until about 2mA, and the 60 kVhas similar performance to the
80 kV beam until 3 mA. The reason for this behavior is that the extra
beam voltage does not increase the force until the debris and tug are
charged so differently that the extra accelerating voltage is needed for
the beam to reach the debris. These departure currents must be the
currents at which the potential difference between the two craft is
either 40, 60, or 80 kV. The SEE current is also a function of the
landing energy, which is why the curves are not quite identical below
the departure currents.
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a) KP = 2− b) KP = 8

Fig. 5 Force between a 3 m tug and 2 m debris separated by 20 m as a function of beam current, voltage, and local time.
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Fig. 6 Orbit averaged force as a function of beam current, voltage, and
local time.Dashed lines representKP � 8, and continuous lines represent
KP � 2−.
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The orbit averaged storm forces are slightly lower than the calm
forces except for low current for the 80 kV beam and high current for
the 20 kV beam. This differs from prior work [22,26], which always
found higher forces during a storm. This difference is due to the very
different charging and environmental models used, which only share
the model for the photoelectric current.

VI. Relative Sizing Analysis

In priorwork,Hogan [40] found that small tug vehicleswould have
a hard time charging a much larger debris object. This is because
while the beam current is enough to cause significant charging on the
small tug, it will barely overcome the photoelectric current on the
large debris. This analysis is repeated here, but from a force rather
than charging perspective. Because of the induced charge, there is an
attractive force even if there is no change in the debris voltage. The
force as a function of beam power between a 3 m tug and different
debris sizes is shown in Fig. 7a. The separation distance for all cases
is 20 m.
Themaximum force is found as a function of power for a variety of

different debris sizes—the tug size is fixed at 3 m, and so the ratio of
tug to debris radius spans from 0.5 up to almost 2. The force is very
linear with power with a slope of roughly half a mN per 100 W of
power regardless of debris size. Because it is difficult to see depar-
tures from this trend at this scale, the difference in force from this
linear fit is shown in Fig. 7b. The highest force (or least negative in
this plot) is when RD � RT � 3 m at most powers with RD � 2 and
4 m very near. The extreme ends of the spectrum where RD is 1.5 or
5 m produce less force. This is because the beam can be close to
optimal for both craft when they are the same size, but not when they
are different sizes.

VII. Pulsing Analysis

Prior work has considered a pulsed electron beam rather a con-
stant-current beam [25,26]. The benefits to pulsing are twofold: first
it introduces windows where both spacecraft are discharged and the
beam is off, which can be used for communications, thrusting, or
measurements to be taken that might be interfered with by the beam;
second, pulsing the beam can increase the force at a given power
level. Tomotivate this phenomenon consider two electron beams, one
with energy of 10 keV continuously operating and onewith 20 keVof
energy on for half the time. Further assume that the current for both
beams is the same so that they have the same average power. The
10 keV beam would charge the tug and debris to 5 keVand −5 keV
and hold them there, whereas the pulsed beam could charge the tug
and debris to�10 keVwhen the beam is on and 0 Vwhen it is off. If
mutual capacitance is ignored, the pulsed tug and debris charges will
both double the continuous case during the time that the beam is on.
Because the force is proportional to the product of the charges, the
pulsed case will have 4 times the force when the beam is on and zero
when it is off. This amounts to the average pulsed force being double
that of its continuous counterpart. Of course, the current must also be
raised so that the voltage cannot quite double, and there are a few
other effects that limit the force increase.
In this analysis, the optimal force at different power levels shown in

Fig. 7 will be reused. If the pulse period is large compared with the
charge up time, the force that a pulsed beam produces can be

approximated as the equilibrium force for the duration of the pulse
period. Because the capacitance of the objects considered here is
around 4πϵ0R ≈ 10−10 F, a 1 mA beam could change the voltage by
1 kV in approximately 0.1 ms; this assumption of steady-state forces
will be valid for all pulse periods larger than 1 s. Hughes and Schaub
[25] numerically integrated the full equations and found charge-up
times of a few milliseconds, which supports this assumption.
With this assumption the charge-up and charge-down behavior is

ignored, and the average force produced by a pulsed beam is given by

FP�P; d� � dFM�P∕d� (14)

whereFM�x� is themaximum force at a power level of x, andFP is the
average force from a pulsed beam at power P with a duty cycle of d,
which is the fraction of time that the beam is on. During the “on” part
of the cycle, the power can be raised to P∕d without changing the
average power because it is not operating while the beam is off.
Multiplying the force by d accounts for it being on only the fraction d
of the time.
If the maximum force is directly proportional to power, there is no

benefit at all to pulsing, because the dswould cancel each other out.
However, if the force increases quadratically, or is linear with an
offset, there can be an increase in force. The increase in force from
moving from a continuous beam to a pulsed beam of the same power
is shown in Fig. 8 for the case of the tug and debris both having a
radius of 3 m.
A pulsed beam almost always increases the force for a given power

level, with the largest gains found for low-power and low-duty cycles.
For very low powers, the pulsed force can bemore than 2 times larger
than the continuous force, and even at 100 W a pulsed beam can
improve the force by 25%. Because the max beam voltage is set
at 100 kV, the low-duty-cycle beams are infeasible at high power
levels because they require too high of a beamvoltagewhile the beam
is on. The increases are larger during stormy conditions especially
near 25 W.
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a) Force
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Fig. 7 Best possible force at different powers for different tug-to-debris size ratios at KP � 2−.
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Fig. 8 Force increase as a function of duty cycle and power. Continuous
lines represent KP � 2−, and dashed lines represent KP � 8.
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Now consider varying the tug-to-debris size ratio as well as
pulsing. Referring again to Fig. 7, the force is more convex when
the debris is larger than the tug. This would indicate that pulsing
would be more advantageous when the tug is smaller than the debris
because the gain from the force at the higher power level FM�P∕d�
would outweigh the loss fromonly being ond of the time. The ratio of
the pulsed to continuous force is shown in Fig. 9.
The force ratio is shown for the power levels of 25 W (continuous

lines), 50 W (dashed lines), and 100 W (dots). The lines end at low
duty cycles when the beam voltage required is larger than 100 kV,
which happens sooner for the high-power cases than the low-power
ones. The force ratio is bydefinition 1 at a 100%duty cycle, and either
increases or decreases for different debris sizes. All debris sizes
benefit from pulsing at these power levels, but the biggest gains are
for the larger debris (green and purple lines). The smallest debris
object additionally starts to trend downward for very low duty cycles.

VIII. Orbit Raising

If the forces as a function of local time are used as a purely along-
track acceleration in Gauss’s variational equations, the change in the
orbit can be found. The acceleration is found by estimating the mass
from the relationship originally presented in [11] and dividing to find
the acceleration.

m�kg� � 1507�R�m� − 1.152� (15)

First the semimajor axis (SMA) change per orbit equation [11] for
a purely along track acceleration is

Δa � 4π

n2
F

m
(16)

where n is the mean motion of the orbit. Then, for each debris radius
and power level, calculate the time it would take to raise the SMA by
250 km using themeanmotion at its initial orbit radius. This is shown
in Fig. 10. In general using more power reduces the time it takes to
move the debris to the graveyard orbit, but the gains are greater at
lower powers. It takes the 3 m tug a little more than 3 months to tug
another 3 m object to the graveyard orbit. In contrast, it only takes 22
days if tugging a 1.5 m debris, and 7 months if tugging a 5 m object.
Clearly the ratio between the debris and tug sizes is very important for
tugging. Keeping in mind that the tug size is purely for self-capaci-
tance and current collection, with sufficiently large deployable struc-
tures, the tug could be a lightweight CubeSat.
Next, consider a higher-fidelity orbital analysis but only for one

scenario. The rates of the classical orbit elements are found due to the
acceleration, which changes with local time and integrated with an
RK4 integrator. The only rates of interest that have a sensitivity to an

along-track acceleration are the SMA, the eccentricity, and the argu-
ment of perigee.
This analysis can show how long it will take a tractor to pull a

debris object into the graveyard orbit, and also what happens to the
other orbital parameters during this operation. Consider a 3m tug and
2 m debris object separated by 20 m at nominal altitude inclined by
1°. The change in the perigee radius is shown in Fig. 11. The perigee
radius is shown rather than the SMAbecause that is the parameter that
needs to be increased in order to prevent future collisions.
If the tractor can use 600 Wof power, it can tug this debris object

into the graveyard orbit in 57 days using this average rate. The beam
voltage required is 77 kVand the current is 7.8 mA. If it can use only
100Wof power, it will take 398 days, or 13 months. These estimates
predict slightly larger times to the graveyard orbit then Fig. 10, but are
still in the same ballpark. This is expected because the analytical
method does not account for the changing eccentricity or the coupled
nature of the rates.

IX. Conclusions

A new charging model for the ET is developed that uses an
empirical model for the electron and ion fluxes, which is used to
compute the thermal electron and ion currents as well as the SEE and
backscattering yields as well as accounting for isotropic incidence in
the yields. The major impact of this new model relative to prior
work is that it is much harder for an object to charge negative due
to the higher yields. This model is used to predict the forces for a
variety of beam currents and voltage as well as tug and debris sizes
at bothKP � 2− andKP � 8. It is found that the force is highest near
local midnight, and that the orbit averaged forces depend only
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Fig. 9 Force ratio as a function of tug and debris sizes and duty cycle at
KP � 2− with continuous lines representing 25 W, dashed lines repre-
senting 50 W, and dots representing 100 W of power.
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Fig. 10 Time to move GEO debris to a graveyard orbit for a 3 m tug.
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Fig. 11 Change in perigee radius over 1 week of operation.
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on the beam voltage past a current threshold. The forces are mostly
linear with power with a slope of around half a mN per 100 W for a
3 m tug.
Pulsing is the most effective for large debris objects at low power,

but pulsing still provides force increases for all scenarios evaluated as
well as opening windows for controls and sensing to take place
without interference from the beam. Orbit raising is considered next;
the ET is most effective when tugging small debris, but that is only
because they are assumed to be light. A tug spacecraft could also
deploy large conducting surfaces to increase its effective radius
without significantly changing its mass. For many scenarios, a tug
could pull a debris object from the operational GEO ring to a grave-
yard orbit in a few months. Overall, the higher-fidelity charging
model finds that more current and power is required to operate the
ET, but it is still a feasible mission concept for touchlessly tugging
space debris to the graveyard orbit.
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